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NWPC Poster Presentation
Always a big part of the weekend - the Poster Session at the Northwest Pharmacy Convention has long since been an
excellent way to share innovative practice and cutting edge clinical knowledge and research. Students, residents,
technicians and pharmacists have been invited to share posters highlighting their work. We congratulate all the
entries for their creativity and hard work.
This year, 24 presenters shared their work. Each poster was an example of great research and findings. We are very
proud of the great research coming out of the Pacific Northwest.

Pharmacist Winner
Assessing student knowledge and perceptions of chronic pain
and opioids: Implementation of the KASRP tool
Christina R. Buchman, Pharm.D., BCACP, Washington State
University College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences;
Damianne Brand-Eubanks, Pharm.D., Washington State
University College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences;
Micah E. Miller, Pharm.D., Washington State University College
of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences

Resident Winner
"Pharmacy Battle", a group-based study game implemented
in a Top-200 drugs class
Micah Miller, Pharm.D., Washington State University College
of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences; Christina Buchman,
Pharm.D., BCACP, Washington State University College of
Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences

Student Winner
TeenRx/PhRESH: A Cross-sectional Analysis of Emergency
Contraceptive Accessibility in Seattle Community Pharmacies
Brooke Bennett - Pharm.D. Candidate 2020 University of
Washington; Ailish O’Sullivan - Pharm.D. Candidate 2020
University of Washington; Lauren Cronk - Pharm.D. Candidate
2021 University of Washington;
Lily Alexander - MPH University of Washington, Consultant
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Northwest Convention Golf Classic
While enjoying a beautiful day on the
amazing Coeur d'Alene Resort golf
course, we are proud to also support
student participation in the NWPC.
Thank you to everyone who
participated in this year's Nothwest
Convention Golf Classic, especially our
sponsor CSL Behring!
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Two Great Ways to Earn Rewards

With McKesson and Pace Alliance

Our Dedication to your continued success as an independent pharmacy means
making an impact on our industry, as well as your bottom line. That is why we’ve
strengthened our relation to deliver even great value to McKesson Distribution
customers who are member of Pace Alliance.
Eligible customers now have the opportunity to earn up to 13% in an additional
month rebate on net McKesson OneStop Generics® purchases, while implementing
valuable business building solutions. Plus, as more Pace Alliance members become
McKesson customer, the rebate percentages can get even higher.
Fewer Requirements,
Bigger Rewards
The Pace Performance Rewards
program now provides even greater
rewards based on your purchasing
commitment. Not only have we
enhanced the rebates, but we’ve eased
the requirements. So all Pace members
who use McKesson as their primary
wholesaler and participate in the following valuable McKesson programs
have an opportunity to earn greater
rewards:
• McKesson’s Generics Purchasing
Rewards Program
• ASAP™ and ASAP Plus™ generics
auto ship programs
• Generics Connect™, a regularly
scheduled call from a dedicated
generics specialist
• Controlled Substance Ordering
System (CSOS)

Perform at Your Peak with Health
Mart®
In addition to month rebates of up to
13% (or more) on qualified OneStop
purchases, Health Mart pharmacies
can earn up to $10,000 per year in
technology rebates through the Pace
Peak Performance Rewards program.
1
Pace Peak Performance Rewards is
available exclusively to Health Mart
franchisees who participate in:
• McKesson’s Generics Purchasing
Rewards Program
• ASAP™ and ASAP Plus™ generics
auto hip programs
• Generics Connect™, a regularly
scheduled call from a dedicated
generics specialist
• Controlled Substance Ordering
System (CSOS)
• AccessHealth®
• McKesson Reimbursement
Advantage

By strengthening our partnership with McKesson, Pace Alliance can continue to
focus on our advocacy efforts and deliver even greater value to our members.”

Pace and McKesson: A Complete
Solution for Independent
Pharmacy.
Since 1985, Pace Alliance has been
working on behalf of independent
community pharmacies to help
them decrease costs, while
generating revenue to state
pharmacy organizations. Today,
Pace is owned by 19 state
pharmacy organization and is
dedicated to protecting and
advancing the profession for
community pharmacies
nationwide.
Together, Pace and McKesson are
dedicated to helping community
pharmacies thrive in today’s
market place. As part of this
continued commitment to your
success, Pace members can benefit
from McKesson’s revenue-building
solution and cost-reducing
programs and services.
Curtis J. Woods, RPh
President and CEO
Pace Alliance

An Enrollment agreement that includes applicable terms and conditions is available on request. ©2012
McKesson Corporation. All rights reserved. RTL OSB74-02-12
1
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School News

Faculty news
Pharmacotherapy Instructor Kyle Frazier, Pharmacotherapy Clinical Assistant Professor Kimberly McKeirnan and Pharmacotherapy Clinical Assistant Professor Lisa Woodard with one co-author published, “Rural patient
perceptions of pharmacist-provided chronic condition management in a
state with provider status,” in the peer-reviewed Journal of the American
Pharmacists Association in March 2019.
Hui Zhang received an AAI early career faculty travel grant of $1250 from
the AAI to assist him in attending Immunology 2019 in San Diego, Calif. on
May 9-13, 2019.
Pharmaceutical Sciences Assistant Professor Senthil Natesan, Postdoctoral Research Associate Jeevan GC and nine co-authors
published, “Integrin activation by the lipid molecule 25-hydroxycholesterol induces a proinflammatory response,” in the peer
reviewed scientific journal Nature Communications, on April 1, 2019.

Pharm.D. Student News
Sorosh Kherghehpoush with faculty co-authors Kyle Frazier, Kimberly McKeirnan and Lisa Woodard published, “Rural patient
perceptions of pharmacist-provided chronic condition management in a state with provider status,” in the Journal of the
American Pharmacists Association in March 2019.
Congratulations to the Students of the Year for the WSU College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences.
Brian Wu, Class of 2022 (Yakima).
Minwoo Park, Class of 2021 (Yakima).
Lejla Mlivic, Class of 2020 (Yakima).
Siavosh Naji-Talakar, Class of 2022 (Spokane).
Kayla Treharne, Class of 2021 (Spokane).
Johanna Pantig, Class of 2020 (Spokane).
Mark Nguyen and Meredith Matsen (Yakima) received the American Pharmacists Association Academy of Student Pharmacists
Senior Recognition at the college senior luncheon on May 1, 2019.

(continued on the next page)
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Tory Knebel received the Facts and Comparisons Excellence in Clinical Communication Award at the college senior luncheon.
Boris Zhang and Emily Wentzke (Yakima) received the College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences Faculty Award at the
college senior luncheon.

Ph.D. Student News
Ruby Siegel (pharmaceutical sciences, Ahmed lab) was inducted into the Washington State University chapter of the SALUTE
National Veterans Honor Society at the Veterans Recognition Dinner on April 19 in Pullman, Wash.
Yadira Perez-Paramo’s poster, “Cytochrome P450 enzyme contributions to the n-oxide detoxification pathway of tobacco-specific
nitrosamines: a possible role in tobacco-related cancer risk,” was selected as one of the ten finalists for the best poster
presentation in the Drug metabolism and Dolores C. Shockley categories during the 2019 ASPET Student/Postdoctorate Poster
Competition.
Irina Teslenko won third place for her poster presentation, “Glutathione-S-transferases represent a novel pathway contributing to
the metabolic clearance of the anti-cancer agent and aromatase inhibitor, exemestane,” at the 2019 ASPET Poster Competition
within the Division for Drug Metabolism and Disposition.
Christopher Szlenk received a $500 travel award from the WSU College of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences to
attend EB/ASPET.
Shannon Kozlovich received the Harriet B. Rigas award for Outstanding Women in Graduate Studies from the Association for
Women Faculty on April 3, 2019.
Ana Vergara with faculty co-author Philip Lazarus and two others presented the poster, “Glycosylation of polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons by UDP-glycosyltransferase 3A2 (UGT3A2) and aerodigestive tract tissues,” at the ASPET Student/Postdoc Poster
Competition in the Division for Drug Metabolism and Disposition and the Dolores C. Shockley Poster Award at EB2019 on April 7,
2019.
Kari Gaither (pharmaceutical sciences, Lazarus lab) was selected to give the oral presentation, “microRNA 520b mediates ATF5
expression under diverse cellular stress in cancer cells,” within the ASBMB Non-Coding RNA section at EB 2019.
Ana Vergara (pharmaceutical sciences, Lazarus lab) received a Chancellor’s Excellence Award at the WSU Spokane Chancellor’s
Awards.
Yadira Perez-Paramo (pharmaceutical sciences, Lazarus lab) is performing a 10-week summer
internship (May 13- August 14) at the biotech company, Genentech. She will be working with the Development Sciences Department, specifically with the Ophthalmology,
Metabolism, Neurology and ImmunologyBiomarker Development(OMNI-BD) team. She will
be developing proteomic methods to evaluate
biomarkers that help guide drug development
decisions.

Congratulations,
Cougs!
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CONGRATULATIONS!
- TO OUR -

2019 SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Pharmacists Mutual is proud to support students who are interested in serving in an
independent or small chain community pharmacy or an underserved geographic or
cultural community. Each student listed received a $2,500 scholarship.

ABIGAIL SCOTT - University of Oklahoma
ALEXIS DAYTON - Ohio Northern University
ALLIE TAYLOR - Samford University
BRYAN QUINN - University at Buffalo
The State University of New York
CARLY HUFFMAN - University of Montana
CYNTHIA SMITH - Auburn University
DAVID LU - Northeastern University
ELIZABETH CRONAN - Mercer University
HEATHER HEMBREE - University of South Carolina
JACOB LOMAX - Ohio Northern University
JONATHAN LITTLE - University of Oklahoma
JORDYN NORDE - St. Louis College of Pharmacy
LACY EPPERSON - University of Missouri–Kansas City
MATTHEW JOLLEY - University of Utah
MEGAN BAKER - Washington State University
SAMANTHA HOPPE - South Dakota State University
SEAN VINH - East Tennessee State University
SHELLEY MUELLER - Southwestern Oklahoma
State University
TIFFANY CHAN - University of the Pacific
TIFFANY SMITH - South University

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR 2020 SCHOLARSHIP
October 1, 2019 - December 1, 2019
https://www.phmic.com/scholarship/

Pharmacists Mutual Insurance Company
808 Highway 18 W | PO Box 370 | Algona, Iowa 50511
P. 800.247.5930 | F. 515.295.9306 | E. info@phmic.com

phmic.com
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Class of 2018 Scores 98.8% Initial Pass Rate on NAPLEX Exam
Congratulations to the UW School of Pharmacy’s PharmD class
of 2018 for distinguishing themselves with a 98.8% initial pass
rate–putting our alumni in the Top 5 for initial pass rates in the
United States.
The NAPLEX, or North American Pharmacist Licensure
Examination, measures a candidate’s knowledge of the practice
of pharmacy. It is just one component of the licensure process
and is used by the boards of pharmacy as part of their
assessment of a candidate’s competence to practice as
a pharmacist.
The NAPLEX, or North American Pharmacist Licensure Examination, measures a candidate’s knowledge of the practice of
pharmacy. It is just one component of the licensure process and is used by the boards of pharmacy as part of their assessment
of a candidate’s competence to practice as a pharmacist, according to the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy.

Candice Wong, Introduction to Pharmacy Practice Experience (IPPE) Preceptor of the Year
The Introductory Pharmacy Practice Experiences (IPPE) Preceptor of the Year Award is given annually to one outstanding IPPE
preceptor. For 2019, Candice Wong, PharmD, ’02, Inpatient Pharmacist Educator at Harborview Medical Center and UWSOP
alumna, was named the honoree. She has been in practice for over 16 years and has served as a UWSOP preceptor since 2004.
Candice has received consistently high scores for her teaching abilities and students’ positive learning experience. She has also
served on the UWSOP Student Preceptor Experiential Advisory Committee (SPEAC) for the last few years and offered
thoughtful guidance to our Experiential Education team to improve and shape our program.
One student wrote, “This preceptor obviously cares about her students and has repeatedly gone out of her way to ensure that
students learn all that they want while on rotation at HMC.” Another student shared, “Candice has had a huge impact on my
“career” as a pharmacy school student. I feel more invigorated than ever before to pursue a career as a clinical pharmacist!”
As an IPPE Preceptor, she loves that “Aha!” moment when a student fully understands something and always works to set clear
expectations and have regular check-ins to make sure the IPPE experience goes smoothly.
Aligning expectations for both student and preceptor is key and something she
would share with new preceptors.
Thank you, Candice, for inspiring our students and modeling professional and
positive leadership and excellent patient care.

(continued on the next page)
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Tony Casanova: 2019 Wayne A. Kradjan Excellence in Clinical Teaching Award Recipient
The Wayne A. Kradjan Excellence in Clinical Teaching Award is presented annually to one outstanding UWSOP Advanced
Pharmacy Practice Experiences (APPE) preceptor. Congratulations to Tony Casanova, Emergency Department Pharmacist
Specialist at CHI Franciscan St. Joseph Medical Center, who was honored for 2019. Tony started serving as a UWSOP preceptor
in 2008 and all the students have acknowledged him for his ability to teach and challenge them.
Good preceptors are good facilitators. They set up a learning environment that allows students to build independent practice
skills, exemplified by what this student said: “At the beginning of this rotation, I was immediately thrown into full
participation in all aspect of patient care. Tony challenged me to rise to the standards he had for himself and students, and
brought me quickly up to speed. I was a participating and useful member of the team by the end of my fourth day.”
Another student shared that “Tony managed to be a full-time teacher during our days together, all while performing his daily
tasks with mechanical efficiency. He did not sacrifice patient care to teach me things, and yet he did not sacrifice my
education to ‘do his job’ either. I am grateful to have had him as a preceptor.”
Tony loves seeing the excitement in the students’ face when they
recognize the difference they have made.
His tip for new preceptors is to have the willingness to adapt –
having an open attitude to adapting to personalities, learning styles and
changing landscape is a necessity as a preceptor. When asked about ways
to motivate and engage students, he shares that his most successful
approach is to lead by example. He stresses hard work and independence
to our students and recognizes that in order for students to become
independent, they need a good role model and a good efficient process.
Given that the emergency department is a new environment to many and can be quite overwhelming, showing students
which patients they should be involved with is key. From there, students need to develop their own efficient process that
works for their learning and practice style. Tony’s precepting philosophy is to recognize and support people’s differences and
lead by example.

WSPA Wishes the Best for All 2019
Pharmacy Graduates.
Now Come and Get Your Free Gift from Us a Complimentary WSPA Membership!
As you transition from student to pharmacist, we are here to
help. Wether you need a job, loan consolidation, financial
advice, clinical tools and leadership training.
WSPA is your answer.
Membership in the Washington State Pharmacy Association is an
investment in the future of your profession and livelihood.
Opportunities and challenges are always impacting our
profession and WSPA is with you along the way.
Together we are stronger!

https://www.wsparx.org/page/NewPractitioner
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Business Partner Forum - PrescribeWellness
Pharmacists Recognized as Providers in Washington! Now What?
It is safe to say the groundbreaking legislation Governor Jay Inslee signed into law in 2015 ― giving pharmacists in Washington
state medical provider status ― no longer qualifies as news. Today, four years later, if anything, it is old news. Yet, despite
thousands of pharmacists in Washington state currently providing enhanced clinical services, such as immunizations, travel
health vaccinations, education about smoking cessation and hormonal contraception, and diabetes management ― to name a
few ― many still do not bill health plans for patient care services. This fact is unfortunate, because these pharmacists are
missing out on capturing the reimbursement opportunities that exist. Simply stated: pharmacists in Washington state are not
getting paid for the work they are already doing! However, change is on the horizon.
PrescribeWellness, a Tabula Rasa HealthCare company and leading provider of software and services that expand the role of
pharmacy to deliver population health and chronic care management services, has proudly partnered with the Washington
State Pharmacy Association (WSPA) to provide pharmacists with the guidance and tools needed to take full advantage of their
provider status.
Credentialing Made Easy
Assuming that pharmacists who are currently providing the aforementioned enhanced clinical services would be strongly in
favor of receiving reimbursement from payers ― another safe assumption ― it begs the question, “Why don’t they?” There is a
valid explanation. To understand why many pharmacists in Washington state are still not billing health plans for clinical services,
one must first understand the reimbursement barriers. One main barrier is that the state-mandated credentialing process can
be cumbersome and confusing. Many pharmacists do not know where ― or how ― to become credentialed, which can make
the prospect of getting recognized and compensated for clinical services seem overwhelming. For that reason,
PrescribeWellness works as an advocate for pharmacists, providing tools and support toward the credentialing and clinical
services payment processes.
“Though a pivotal milestone for pharmacists, Washington Bill SB 5557 includes a number of intricate prerequisites in the
credentialing process prior to a pharmacy being able to submit claims. Having learned from our role in other state initiatives,
PrescribeWellness understands that pharmacists are generally not accustomed to the subtle nuances inherent in medical billing
and recognizes this as a major deterrent to pharmacists billing as service providers. By simplifying this process with step-by-step
tutorials, we aim to shift the credentialing process from complex to straightforward."
―Jacob Schnackenberg, PharmD, MBA
PrescribeWellness Executive Resident
PrescribeWellness not only provides a high-level roadmap that simplifies the credentialing process, but also works hand-in-hand
with the pharmacist every step of the way. By helping to collect and organize all of the requisite information, PrescribeWellness
ensures pharmacists properly prepare their application, greatly increasing the success rate with ProviderSource, the centralized
hub for credentialing in Washington, hosted by OneHealthPort. Even more encouraging is that this is not conjecture, evidenced
by the success PrescribeWellness has already achieved assisting its existing clients in Washington get credentialed.
PrescribeWellness is now bringing that proven track record and experience to support WSPA members. No one appreciates this
support more than the staff at Valley Drug Co. located in Chewelah, Washington, which enjoyed a very positive credentialing
experience with the PrescribeWellness team.
“Getting credentialed always seemed daunting, so I never explored it. But PrescribeWellness guided me through the process
and kept me on track by setting goals for our weekly meetings and helped me get my application completed so I could start
getting paid for services that I had already been providing, like smoking cessation and diabetes education."
―Dustin Person, PharmD, WSPA member

(continued on the next page)
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Own Your Workflow
Getting credentialed is not the only hurdle pharmacists must clear to take advantage of their clinical service provider
status, because there are still many pharmacists in Washington state who have yet to expand their practice offerings to
include enhanced clinical services. This typically results from pharmacy workflow inefficiency. Perpetually busy, and with
time an already precious commodity, pharmacists have limited bandwidth. Therefore, incorporating enhanced clinical
services into day-to-day operations directly hinges on streamlining pharmacy workflow, achieved in part by implementing
and sustaining a successful medication synchronization program. Aligning patient medication pickups to a single day frees
up the time pharmacists need to focus on face-to-face encounters and provide daily patient management, a necessary
ingredient in transitioning pharmacies from pill-centric dispensing centers to true healthcare destinations. There is more
good news: PrescribeWellness’ suite of proprietary cloud-based solutions is specifically designed to empower pharmacists to own their workflow so that they can take that first crucial step toward going “beyond the fill.”
Documentation Matters
With credentialing approved and workflow streamlined, proper documentation of patient encounters can present its
own set of challenges in receiving reimbursement. Fortunately, WSPA members will be able to utilize PrescribeWellness’
eCare solution, PrescribeCare, which has quickly become the gold standard for documentation and exchange of clinical
information. Structured from SNOMED codes, PrescribeCare is approved as a documentation process by the Joint
Commission of Pharmacy Practitioners (JCPP), the organization that released the guidelines in the Pharmacists’ Patient
Care Process.
The Four Steps to Reimbursement

Step 1 		

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

“Through our partnership with WSPA, we hope to get a majority of our network pharmacists in Washington credentialed,
so that they can lead the way and show the rest of the country how pharmacies can serve their communities as
mini-clinics that provide and properly document enhanced clinical care to patients, and get paid for it. "
―Mindy D. Smith, BSPharm, RPh, MHA
President, PrescribeCare MSO
On a never-ending mission to inspire collaboration for better health, PrescribeWellness ― through its newly forged
alliance with WSPA ― will help pharmacists in Washington state transform their pharmacies into healthcare
destinations that simultaneously grow their practices and improve patient outcomes. Although the ability of a
pharmacist to bill health insurance for patient care services may no longer be news, getting pharmacists credentialed so
that they are positioned to actually get paid for patient care services is news. Very good news.

PrescribeWellness, a WSPA Business Partner, empowers pharmacy professionals to provide patient care,
document encounters for clinical services and improve outcomes. To assist community pharmacies,
PrescribeWellness developed PrescribeCare, a documentation platform that complements the role of pharmacists
as providers. Learn more about PrescribeWellness’ PrescribeCare by visiting https://partner.prescribewellness.com/
wspa-partnership/ or contacting a representative at (866) 538-5250.
Washington Pharmacy
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Northwest Pharmacy Convention Re-Cap
Northwest Pharmacy Convention Message of Gratitude from WSPA Chief Executive Officer,
Jeff Rochon
On behalf of the WSPA Board of Directors and the staff of the Washington State Pharmacy Association, we
would like to thank you for coming to the 2019 Northwest Pharmacy Convention. Your participation is the
cornerstone of this very successful convention. The energy, problem solving and innovation sharing is motivating and we hope you enjoyed it.
We are already making plans for next year's convention and anticipate that it will be even bigger and better.
The weekend will feature our top-notch continuing educational, annual golf tournament, "fun-filled" entertainment and a full
exposition with the latest in pharmaceutical exhibits and pharmacy-related technologies and
organizations. Please look for registration to open in February of 2020. We look forward to your continued participation!
Big thanks also go out to our student helpers from the University of Washington, Washington State University, University of
Idaho and Montana State University. They are the future of our profession and work hard all weekend to make things go
smoothly.
In the meantime, we hope you will join us for the WSPA Annual Meeting on November 8 and 9, 2019 at the Suncadia Lodge in
Cle Elum, Washington. For details and to register online at: https://www.wsparx.org/events/
Thank you for your continued support,

The combined student helpers of UW, WSU, ISU and MSU
for this year's Northwest Pharmacy Convention.

Registration is Open!
2019's WSPA Annual Meeting is being held
at the Suncadia Resort in Cle Elum, WA on
November 8th through 9th.
For more information go to:
https://www.wsparx.org/events/

(continued on the next page)
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2019 Memories of
a Great Weekend

See you
next
year!
Washington Pharmacy
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Join Us!

WSPA offers membership payment choices with a Monthly Payment Option (opting out after one year), a
One-Time Annual Auto Renewal (giving you seamless access and no fretting over renewal dates)
or a Yearly Subscription. Your satisfaction with WSPA membership matters to us!

Washington Pharmacy
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Legislative Wrap Up
The Washington State Legislature adjourned its 105 day session on April 28. In addition to passing
various pieces of legislation, the legislature’s main goal was to pass a two-year operating budget to
fund state government and programs. Due to an uptick in Washington’s economy, the legislature had
plenty of revenue to fund a two-year operating budget at current levels without having to look for
additional revenue. However, the majority took the opportunity to fund and create additional
programs that increased the states budget by $8 billion from the last biennium.
Thank you to those WSPA members who responded to the Action Alerts requesting you reach out to
legislators, which urged for their support of PBM proposals we were championing.
Despite the introduction of 11 bills targeted at restricting and controlling PBC practices, we were only
able to get one transparency bill passed. But 2020 work has already begun.
It’s been a rough road attempting to educate legislators on the significant role the PBMs play and how they impact the cost of
prescription drugs. The PBMs are very powerful and are a massive force that ultimately beat us this year. It was amazing how
hard they worked to keep any bill that would have exposed them from moving through the process.
We need to pull together as a profession and fight. Legislators need to hear from their constituents about the negative impact
of PBMs. New legislators have little to no idea PBMs even exist, let alone the predatory business practices they force upon
Washington’s patients and providers.
If we learned anything from this session, it’s that we need to step up and lead the way in educating our elected officials to how
PBMs are hurting our state’s citizens and businesses. While PBMs claim they exist to contain costs, our profession knows that
is untrue, but we need to prove it to Olympia. Pharmacy must accept the challenge to educate and work during the interim to
getting all legislators to understand what is at stake.
The WSPA successfully worked to get two budget provisos adopted in the 2019-2021 Operating Budget pertaining to PBMs.
This is our effort to keep the conversation going among lawmakers and agency personnel regarding PBMs and
continuing to educate them on the role PBMs play in the cost of prescription drugs.
Budget Provisos:
•

Office of the Insurance Commission to research how pharmacy benefit managers are regulated in other states and
report the findings to the governor and appropriate committees of the legislature by September 15, 2019.

•

Health Care Authority to conduct an evaluation of purchasing arrangements and paid claims, or encounter data for
prescription drugs under managed-care contracts for plan years 2017 and 2018. It asks to compare these to
contract purchasing agreements under the same years for the prescription drug consortium and identify any cost
differences. The HCA will report its findings to the Governor and appropriate committees of the legislature by
November 15, 2019.

Department of Health’s Pharmacy Quality Assurance Commission’s (PQAC) funding was restored to continue their rules rewrite
project. This is good news, because it’s important for PQAC to continue updating and streamlining pharmacy profession rules.
Other bills of interest the WSPA worked on:
HB 1726, concerning supervision of health care students (WSU’s Preceptor bill) permits pharmacy students, allopathic and
osteopathic medical students, and nursing students to perform certain tasks under the supervision of a licensed pharmacist,
allopathic or osteopathic physician, registered nurse, or advanced registered nurse practitioner.

(continued on the next page)
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HB 1412, the Non-resident pharmacies bill addresses nonresident pharmacy inspection requirements. Creates a new
requirement for initial licensure and renewal of a license by the DOH. The non-resident pharmacy must submit a copy of an
inspection report to provide proof they are regularly keeping up with inspection requirements in their state.
HB 1753, health professions license fees bill requires a health-professional disciplining authority to file a statement of inquiry
(CR 101 allowing for stakeholder involvement) prior to initiating formal rulemaking to set or adjust fees affecting health
professions and allows for the formal process of stakeholder involvement to occur.
SB 5380, concerning opioid use disorder treatment, prevention, and related services bill modifies the protocols for using
medications to treat opioid use disorder. Permits pharmacists to partially fill a Schedule II controlled substance prescription.
The partial fill must be requested by the patient or the prescribing practitioner, and the total quantity dispensed in all partial
fillings must not exceed the quantity prescribed.
•

By January 1, 2020, the boards and commissions for the various prescribers must adopt or amend their rules to require
opioid prescribers to inform patients of their right to refuse opioid prescriptions.

•

Electronic prescription systems are no longer required to be approved by the Pharmacy Commission.

•

When prescribing an opioid for the first time during a patient's course of outpatient treatment,practitioners must have a
discussion with the patient about the risks of opioids, and about pain management alternatives, and provide patients
with a warning statement created by DOH. Practitioners must document the discussion in the patient's health record.

•

Prescriptions for controlled substances must be communicated electronically beginning January 1, 2021, unless one of
the exceptions, including a waiver from DOH, is met.

•

Additional requirements for electronic systems that communicate prescription information between prescribers and
dispensers are established.

The 2020 legislative session begins on January 13th. In the mean time, WSPA will be working this summer and fall to devise and
strengthen our initiatives in Olympia. If you have any questions or want to participate in the legislative process, please contact
Dedi Little at dedi@wsparx.org.
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Rx and the Law
PARTIAL FILLS
Partial filling of prescriptions has been going on for a long time in pharmacies.
So long in fact that most pharmacists don’t think about the legalities of doing
so. When you search for laws or regulations about partial filling, you get few
results addressing partial filling for non-controlled substances. One of the few
that is found is in West Virginia. This code section allows the partial filling of
any prescription if the pharmacy is unable to supply the entire amount or if the
patient requests a lesser amount. Many states just don’t address partial filling
for non-controlled substances in their laws or regulations.
Almost all states have a regulation regarding the partial filling of controlled substances, particularly Schedule II. Many of them
are worded similarly to the DEA regulation on this subject. What is different about the DEA regulation is that it only allows
partial filling in situations where the pharmacy is unable to supply the entire amount of the prescription. It doesn’t permit the
patient to request a partial fill of a Schedule II substance. One of the unforeseen results of these regulations has been its potential contribution to the opioid crisis. In response to the crisis, Congress passed the Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act of
2016 (CARA). One of the many provisions of the law allows the patient or the prescriber to request a partial fill of a prescription
for Schedule II controlled substances. Although the DEA hasn’t rewritten its regulations, the interpretation of the law has been
that CARA supersedes the DEA regulations to allow the patient or the prescriber to request the partial fill.
For non-controlled substances, what is the legal status of partial filling in those states whose laws and regulations are silent on
the issue? The answer depends on your view of how the law works. Some would say that there is nothing prohibiting it, so I can
proceed to partially fill the prescription. The other view would say that there is nothing permitting it, so I can’t do it. Given the
history of partial filling, I would agree with the former view. It is such an ingrained part of pharmacy practice, with little apparent
risk to the public, that regulators haven’t felt the need to address it.
However, there are risks when partial filling a prescription. There have been claims reported when the remaining portion of the
prescription has been filled incorrectly. Partial filling is a deviation from the normal workflow, so there is an increased chance
of error in that situation. Errors occur most often with look-alike, sound-alike pairs. There can also be interruptions in therapy
if the remainder is overlooked or misplaced. There is also a risk that the patient will not come back to finish the course of their
treatment. It is important to make sure that there is accurate documentation of what was dispensed and when.
On top of the treatment risks, there are also contractual issues. Partial filling may be addressed in your contracts with third party
payers. These provisions may address when partial filling may occur, how it is to be documented, and how to charge for the
prescription. Failure to follow the contractual requirements could result in an audit and recoupment of third party payments.
It is especially important to follow the contractual requirements in cases of partial filling when the patient fails to pick up the
remainder of the prescription. Failure to adjust billings in those cases could end up as cases of unjust enrichment or fraud.
At first glance, the issue of partially filling a prescription seems pretty benign. However, it does present some pitfalls for the
unwary. The legal and/or contractual requirements may be contradictory to what is seen as good patient care. For example, the
patient presents with a new prescription for an expensive medication. It may make sense to dispense a few days’ supply to make
sure that the patient can tolerate the new treatment. But this can be problematic if regulations or contractual requirements
do not allow partial fills. Unfortunately the world is not always rational or logical. Because of these complexities, partial filling
should be addressed in your pharmacy’s policy and procedure manual.
© Don R. McGuire Jr., R.Ph., J.D., is General Counsel, Senior Vice President, Risk Management & Compliance at Pharmacists Mutual Insurance Company.
This article discusses general principles of law and risk management. It is not intended as legal advice. Pharmacists should consult their own attorneys and
insurance companies for specific advice. Pharmacists should be familiar with policies and procedures of their employers and insurance companies, and act
accordingly.
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Success. Teamwork.
Vision. Leadership.
Now Accepting Nominations for
2020 WSPA Board of Directors
until Thursday, August 15th.

The WSPA leadership, consisting of Officers and Directors, are elected by WSPA members to represent diverse practice settings and are committed to ensuring our members have a voice in the matters that impact
the pharmacy profession.
Apply to serve as President Elect, Director at Large and/or a Technician Director (each a three-year term).
The President Elect will be sworn in November 2019 and serve as President Elect, President and Past
President during a three year term. The Director at Large and Technician Director (sworn in November 2019)
is a three-year term beginning in 2020 and serving through 2022.
Self-nominations are encouraged!

To learn more (including a link to director’s roles and responsibilities), or to submit an online nomination:
https://www.wsparx.org/page/BoardofDirectors. You are also welcome to fax this form to (425) 277-3897.
If you have more questions about the commitment or process, please reach out to WSPA
at askwspa@wsparx.org or call 425-228-7171.

WSPA Board of Directors Nomination Form
Your Name (full name with title): ________________________________________________________________

Your Email Address: __________________________________________________________________________
Your Phone Number: _________________________________________________________________________
Nominating (full name and title): ________________________________________________________________
Nominee’s Email Address: _____________________________________________________________________
Nominee’s Phone Number: ____________________________________________________________________
Position (each position serves three years):
President Elect
Washington Pharmacy
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Director at Large

Technician Director
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Financial Forum
This series, Financial Forum, is presented by PRISM Wealth Advisors, LLC and your State Pharmacy Association through
Pharmacy Marketing Group, Inc., a company dedicated to providing quality products and services to the pharmacy community.

TRADITIONAL VS. ROTH IRAS

Perhaps both traditional and Roth IRAs can play a part in your retirement plans.
IRAs can be an important tool in your retirement savings belt, and whichever you choose to open could have a significant impact
on how those accounts might grow.
IRAs, or Individual Retirement Accounts, are investment vehicles used to help save money for retirement. There are two
different types of IRAs: traditional and Roth. Traditional IRAs, created in 1974, are owned by roughly 35.1 million U.S.
households. And Roth IRAs, created as part of the Taxpayer Relief Act in 1997, are owned by nearly 24.9 million households.1
Both kinds of IRAs share many similarities, and yet, each is quite different. Let's take a closer look.
Up to certain limits, traditional IRAs allow individuals to make taxdeductible contributions into the retirement account. Distributions
from traditional IRAs are taxed as ordinary income, and if taken
before age 59½, may be subject to a 10% federal income tax penalty.
For individuals covered by a retirement plan at work, the deduction
for a traditional IRA in 2019 has been phased out for incomes
between $103,000 and $123,000 for married couples filing jointly
and between $64,000 and $74,000 for single filers.2,3
Also, within certain limits, individuals can make contributions to a
Roth IRA with after-tax dollars. To qualify for a tax-free and penaltyfree withdrawal of earnings, Roth IRA distributions must meet a fiveyear holding requirement and occur after age 59½. Like a traditional
IRA, contributions to a Roth IRA are limited based on income. For 2019, contributions to a Roth IRA are phased out between
$193,000 and $203,000 for married couples filing jointly and between $122,000 and $137,000 for single filers.2,3
In addition to contribution and distribution rules, there are limits on how much can be contributed to either IRA. In fact, these
limits apply to any combination of IRAs; that is, workers cannot put more than $6,000 per year into their Roth and traditional
IRAs combined. So, if a worker contributed $3,500 in a given year into a traditional IRA, contributions to a Roth IRA would be
limited to $2,500 in that same year.4
Individuals who reach age 50 or older by the end of the tax year can qualify for annual “catch-up” contributions of up to $1,000.
So, for these IRA owners, the 2019 IRA contribution limit is $7,000.4
If you meet the income requirements, both traditional and Roth IRAs can play a part in your retirement plans. And once you’ve
figured out which will work better for you, only one task remains: opening an account.
Citations.
1 - https://www.ici.org/pdf/per23-10.pdf [12/17]
2 - https://www.marketwatch.com/story/gearing-up-for-retirement-make-sure-you-understand-your-tax-obligations-2018-06-14 [6/14/18]
3 - https://money.usnews.com/money/retirement/articles/new-401-k-and-ira-limits [11/12/18]
4 - https://www.irs.gov/retirement-plans/plan-participant-employee/retirement-topics-ira-contribution-limits [11/2/18]
Pat Reding and Bo Schnurr may be reached at 800-288-6669 or pbh@berthelrep.com.
Registered Representative of and securities and investment advisory services offered through Berthel Fisher & Company Financial Services, Inc. Membe
FINRA/SIPC. PRISM Wealth Advisors LLC is independent of Berthel Fisher & Company Financial Services Inc.
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ADVERTISE IN WSPA’s
WASHINGTON PHARMACY MAGAZINE
In its 55th year of publication, Washington Pharmacy is one
of the most acclaimed state pharmacy journals in the nation.
Its publisher, the Washington State Pharmacy Association,
represents 2,000 members and has a broad readership
including pharmacists in independent, chain, hospital,
long-term care, managed care, and home healthcare settings.
Our readers also include educators, pharmacy students,
pharmacy technicians, pharmaceutical representatives, and
allied health professionals.
Washington Pharmacy seeks to promote the art and science
of pharmacy while encouraging and improving the role of the
pharmacist in the healthcare team. Covering a wide variety of
topics including clinical, management, professional and
personal development in pharmacy, this journal features articles written by practitioners, educators, and experts in the
field of pharmacy. Readers receive information on innovations in pharmacy practice, new products, trends in health
care, specific disease states, clinical breakthroughs, thirdparty considerations, state and national-health legislation.
Subscription Information
Members of the Washington State Pharmacy Association
receive Washington Pharmacy as part of their dues.
Non-members can subscribe for $24 per year or the journal is
available for $6 per copy.
ISSN# 07457413

Dimensions
hxw

4X Color
per issue

1X Color

Full Page

7.5 X 10

$500

$625

1/2 Page

7.5 X 10 or
3.75 X 10

$425

$500

1/3 Page

2.25 X 10

$350

$450

1/4 Page

3.75 X 5

$315

$370

1/6 Page

2.25 X 5

$250

$300

1/12 Page

2.25 X 2.5

$110

$125

Ad Size

Digital Requirements
High resolution PDF emailed to
the managing editor. Please include
registration marks and any special
instructions.
Special Positioning
Inside front or inside back cover - additional
25%
Back cover - additional 40%
Center spread - additional 30%
Special request positioning- additional 15%
Please contact Janet Anderson,
WSPA Marketing Communications Manager,
to reserve your advertisement:
janet@wsparx.org or (425) 228-7171.
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Awarding Your Associates Has Never Been Easier!
2019 WSPA Awards of Distinction Nomination Form

Nominate Now for November’s WSPA Awards of Distinction by using this form
and faxing it back to us at (425()277-3897 or going online to https://www.wsparx.org/page/AwardNominations
Last Year’s Award Winners include:

Ryan Oftebro
2018 Pharmacist of the Year
Award

Linda Garrelts MacLean
2018 Bowl of Hygeia Award

Ann K. Wittkowsky
2018 Rodney D. Shafer Award

Ken Kenyon
2018 Health System Pharmacist of
The Year Award

Your name and contact information
____________________________________ ________________________ __________________________________
(name)
(phone)
(email)
Name and contact information for your nominee
____________________________________ ________________________ __________________________________
(name)
(phone)
(email)
What award you’d like to see them to receive ?
[ ]Bowl of Hygeia

[ ]Pharmacist of the Year

[ ]Outstanding Technician of the Year
[ ]David Almquist Award

[ ]Health-System Pharmacist of the Year

[ ]Distinguished Young Pharmacist of the Year

[ ]Distinguished Leadership Service Award

[ ]Excellence in Innovation Award

[ ]Student Pharmacist of the Year
[ ]Bill Mueller Outstanding Mentor Award

[ ]Friend of Pharmacy Award

[ ]Rodney D. Shafer Achievement Award

[ ]Cardinal Health Generation Rx Champions Award

Why should your nominee get an award? (3/4 sentences)

How does the specific award celebrate/relate to your nominee? (3/5 sentences)
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Support the Washington Pharmacy PAC
Donate $25 for Your Chance
to Win a Custom Beverage Caddy!
https://www.wsparx.org/page/WAPharmacyPAC
For every $25 donation to the WA State Pharmacy PAC, your name will be
added to a drawing at WSPA’s Annual Meeting, November 8-9, 2019. Your
voluntary contributions promote the interests of the pharmacy profession
and educate candidates of the impact of legislative and regulatory
policies on your ability to practice and care for patients.
For more information, contact Jeff Rochon at jeff@wsparx.org.
The caddy will be handmade by Past President, Kirk Heinz, and will look
similar to the picture here.
This message was paid for by the WA Pharmacy PAC located at 411 Williams Avenue South, Renton,
WA 98057. Contributions to WA Pharmacy PAC are NOT deductible for federal tax purposes. According to the U.S. Federal Election Commission, foreign nationals are prohibited from making any
contributions or expenditures in connection with any U.S. federal, state, and local election. Green
card holders-those lawfully admitted for permanent residence in the U.S.-are not considered foreign
nationals. Please consult the U.S. Federal Election Commission’s website (http://www.fec.gov/
pages/brochures/foreign.shtml) for more information.

For more information or to register your poster, go to:

https://www.wsparx.org/page/PosterPresentation
Washington Pharmacy
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Annual Meeting • Nov. 8-9, 2019 • Registration Form
Register one of these four ways:
1. Online at www.wsparx.org 2. Call WSPA at 425-228-7171 3. Fax completed form to WSPA at 425-277-3897, or
4. Mail completed form to: WSPA, 411 Williams Ave. South, Renton, WA 98057 or email to: askwspa@wsparx.org
Name: ___________________________

Nickname for Badge: ________________________

Place of Employment: _________________________

Title: _________________________________________ Birthday: _______________________ NAPB e-Profile :_______________________________
Month / Day

Home Address: _________________________________________
Phone:_____________________

Required for all CE.

City, State, Zip: ______________________________________________________

*Email: _______________________________________________
*Required for confirmation and pre-meeting material.

Are you claiming CE? _____yes ______ no
Please indicate if you have one of
these dietary preferences:
[ ] Vegan [ ] Vegetarian [ ] Gluten

LIMITED OFFER PRICING

SAVE UP TO $150 BY REGISTERING BEFORE OCT. 1, 2019

Please circle the appropriate dollar amount.

Additional Purchases

Full Registration: Includes coffee service; Friday Exhibit Hall and lunch; Saturday
Awards Luncheon; and ACPE accredited CE for both days.
WSPA Members
Limited Offer Eary Bird

Until 10/1

Pharmacist:
Residents PGY 1&2:
Technicians:
Students:

$325
$225
$225
$195

10/2 - 10/24

$375
$275
$275
$245

Award Luncheon - Nov. 9th
Adult Plate: _______ x $40 = $_______

Non-Members
Regular

10/25 - 11/8

$475
$375
$375
$345

Limited Offer Eary Bird

Until 10/1

$560
$260
$260
$230

Regular

10/2 - 10/24

10/25 - 11/8

$610
$315
$315
$285

$710
$415
$415
$385

Single-Day Registration: Includes coffee service, lunch, and ACPE accredited CE for

Please indicate if you have a dietary preference:
[ ] Vegan [ ] Vegetarian [ ] Gluten Free
Membership
(I would like to include my annual membership fee)

[ ] Pharmacist $235 [ ] Fellow/Resident/New Grad $0
[ ] Technician $50 [ ] Student $20 [ ] First full year $115

one day.

Please indicate which day you plan on attending:
[ ] Friday - includes Exhibit Hall and lunch

[ ] Saturday - includes Awards Luncheon

WSPA Members

Pharmacist:
Residents PGY 1&2:
Technicians:
Students:

Non-Members

Limited Offer Eary Bird

Regular

Limited Offer Eary Bird

Regular

Until 10/1

10/25 - 11/8

Until 10/1

10/25 - 11/8

$225
$130
$130
$105

10/2 - 10/24

$275
$170
$170
$155

$375
$270
$270
$255

$430
$170
$170
$155

10/2 - 10/24

$480
$220
$220
$205

$580
$320
$320
$305

Payment Method
Checks - please make checks payable to the WSPA
Name on Card:__________________________________________________________

Suncadia Resort
Room Information
Don’t wait to make your reservations- special
rates are available until October 1st, 2019.
The Suncadia Resort superior guest rooms are
available at a discount rate of $149 to $189 per
night for November 7-10, 2019. There is an
additional $33 resort fee per room per night
which includes: access to Swim and Fitness Club,
self-parking, WiFi and resort shuttle. Please call
1-(866) 904-6300 for your reservations. Be sure to
ask for the Washington State Pharmacy
Association meeting rate for the
superior guest rooms!

Card Number:___________________________________________________________
Expires______________3 or 4 digit security code______________
Signature: ______________________________________________________________

Do you want to be a judge at this year’s
Annual Meeting Poster Presentation?
(you can earn an extra hour of CE credit)

Do you require disability accomodations?
Hearing

Sight

Wheelchair

______YES!

Other _________________________________________

WSPA will make every attempt to accomodate requests made 6 weeks in advance.
Cancellation Policy:
If a cancellation is received by October 30, a refund will be made minus a $50 processing fee. No refunds will be issued after October 31st. WSPA reserves the right to cancel
any seminar due to insufficient registration or severe weather; registrants will be notified and receive a full refund.
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2019 Annual Meeting

November 8-9, 2019

REGISTER TODAY!

Save $150 by registering before Oct. 1, 2019!
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